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Precise conformity between the axis of astigmatism and torus of the IOL determines the refractive 
result and patient well-being when implanting toric IOLs.

The new cornea marker TOMARK makes it possible to indicate the final torus position on  
the cornea. The indication is done while patient is sitting upright to prevent faulty markings  
due to cyclotorsion. 

The high-precision marking is the basis for best vision prognosis. Even for assistant personnel 
cornea marking will be simple, fast and reliable with the TOMARK.

Flexible 
The adjustable cornea marker offers variable use, either on the slit lamp or in 
combination with the hand-held pendulum instrument.

PreCise  
Cornea marking at a reclining patient is subject to be off by up to 11° due to 
cyclotorsion.¹ TOMARK makes precise marking possible because the patient  
is sitting upright, which eliminates this source of error.

15° discrepancy of the calculated axis could result in up to 50% loss of the 
correction of astigmatism.2 

Direct adjustment of the angle with an accuracy of 5° enables TOMARK to  
accurately mark the calculated cylinder axis.  

easy 
TOMARK will soak up enough dye by briefly pressing it onto the ink-pad.  
In many cases an eye speculum is not necessary which enhances patient comfort. 

At the slit lamp the cornea marker is simply plugged into the tonometer fixation 
device and adjusted to the horizontal axis of the tonometer fixation device.  

After plugging the cornea marker to the hand-held pendulum instrument  
the horizontal line can be adjusted here as well.

The required angle is simply adjusted on the well readable scale. 

The view through the cornea marker simplifies centering the marking on the cornea. 
TOMARK will leave a very distinguishable marking after only 5 seconds contact with  

the cornea. 

   



advanTaGes  
usinG The  
TonomeTer

Precise Marking  
The patient’s chin and forehead are securely  
fixed by the headrest of the slit lamp.  
This prevents inaccuracy. 

Patient-friendly  
In most cases the unpleasant use of an eye  
speculum is not necessary. 

Time-saving  
The procedure takes only seconds.

advanTaGes  
usinG The  
Pendulum insTrumenT

Precise Marking 
Due to the gravitation of the pendulum the  
surgeon is able to check the perfect adjustment  
of the horizontal axis, making the accuracy com-
parable to the slit lamp. 

Flexible Use in the OR  
The marking can be done immediately before  
surgery, during waiting time.

Easy-to-handle and Sturdy  
The high-quality instrument is sturdy enough  
to endure frequent use in the OR.

One-handed Use  
The instrument is held in one hand enabling  
freedom of the other.

Time-saving  
The procedure takes only seconds.
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TOMARK cAn be cleAned, disin-
fecTed And sTeAM-sTeRilised  
wiTh The cOMMOnly used cleA-
ning And dis infecTing AgenTs. 

G-33777 Tomark  
Cornea marker 
Adjustable cornea marker for the combination 
with a slit lamp or with G-33776

We would like to thank Tobias Neuhann, MD, in Munich, Prof. Andreas Scheider, MD, in Essen- 
Werden and the Neumarkt Eye Cinic (Omid Kermani, MD, and Georg Gerten, MD) in Cologne for 
their support during the development of TOMARK.

G-33778  
Tomark reTainer
Retainer for Pendulum Instrument G-33776  

G-33776 Tomark  
Pendulum insTrumenT
Hand-held pendulum instrument for cornea marker 
G-33777
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